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Abstra t
Virtualization starts to gain tra tion in the embedded world as methods to enfor e isolation are
needed to ope with the ever-growing omplexity of modern systems. Originating from desktop and
server systems, existing virtualization solutions have their fo us on ri h fun tionality su h as migration
and he k-pointing while real-time fun tionality is of little interest. In ontrast, in embedded systems this
fun tionality is dispensable while the ability to support real-time workloads has to be retained. So far,
virtualization on ARM - the arguably predominant ar hite ture for embedded systems - was impeded by
the la k of proper ar hite tural support. In this paper, we show how TrustZone, an extension originally
meant to boost se urity, an also be used to ll that gap and provide en apsulation in real-time ons ious
systems. We evaluate a minimally modied Linux on top of a real-time apable mi rokernel in terms of
engineering and runtime osts. The results show that it is possible to improve the performan e ompared
to existing solutions and preserve realtime properties for appli ations.

1 Introdu tion

quirements for mobile and embedded platforms. It
des ribes a generi hardware and software ar hite ture enri hed with proto ols to a ess se ure servi es. The spe i ation denes dierent se urity
lasses with spe i isolation properties and requirements for their TCBs. For example, a highest se urity lass devi e requires hardware-enfor ed isolation
and a TCB onsisting of a veried and trusted mirokernel for se urity-sensitive appli ations.

Today, embedded systems su h as smartphones handle valuable ontent, like sensitive data from a bank
a ount and other personal information as timing
riti al resour e su h as network onne tions. They
also run a growing number of appli ations and are
able to dynami ally download new software. Consequently, se urity-sensitive and realtime-sensitive appli ations and potentially mali ious appli ations of
low trustworthiness share the same platform.

ARM TrustZone [13℄ has been designed to enable
trusted mobile platforms by providing two hardwareisolated exe ution domains. The se ure-world domain supports the prote ted exe ution of se uritysensitive software, while the normal-world domain
enables the en apsulated exe ution of less riti al
software. The hardware ar hite ture prote ts the
se urity-sensitve software not only against atta ks
from normal-world software but also from physi al
atta ks, su h as the sning of bus transa tions. Furthermore, TrustZone aims to provide high performan e for a ess to physi al resour es for normalworld omponents as well as se ure-world omponents, while redu ing the osts for dupli ated hard-

An important riterion for the vulnerability of
se urity-sensitve appli ations is the size of their
Trusted Computing Base (TCB). It onsists of all
hardware and software omponents they have to
trust for their fun tionality. A small TCB for su h
appli ations and servi es is favourable be ause it
helps to redu e the number of vulnerabilities that
an be atta ked. Redu ing the size of the TCB is
a hieved by isolating omponents at software level,
hardware level and a ombination of both.
The spe i ation of the Trusted Mobile Platform [11℄ is an attempt to address the se urity re1

platform. The ar hite ture is a ompanied by a proposed software ar hite ture that ree ts the split approa h.

ware.
TrustZone imposes few restri tions on the software sta k of either world. This enables third-party
developers to integrate their own se urity solution.
While there exists a referen e implementation for a
TrustZone software ar hite ture [7℄, no results are
publi ly available that evaluate the TrustZone ar hite ture with regards to the performan e overhead.
This paper intends to lose this gap as it reports results of implementing an open se urity ar hite ture,
alled Nizza [18℄, on the TrustZone platform.

2.1 Hardware
A pro essor with TrustZone extension provides two
virtual pro essors establishing two se urity domains:
the se ure world and normal world. The pro essor an swit h from one world to the other using
a dedi ated and ontrolled me hanism, that requires
a se ure-world software omponent, alled the monitor. Furthermore, all hardware omponents in the
system, su h as memory and devi es, are ongured
as normal-world or se ure-world a essible. This
an be a hieved by adding TrustZone-aware omponents that enfor e the se urity poli ies in the system,
su h as memory ontrollers [14℄ and spe ial prote tion ontrollers [10℄. The hardware split restri ts the
a ess rights of the normal world to normal-world
resour es, while the se ure world an a ess all resour es.

As with TrustZone, Nizza is designed to support minimized TCBs for se urity-sensitive appli ations. The software ar hite ture isolates generi operating systems and their appli ations from se uritysensitive appli ations using system virtualization. A
small realtime kernel or hypervisor implements the
virtualization layer and a multi-server OS provides
a ess to hardware and software resour es. The kernel an host isolated, budgeted realtime appli ations
and virtual ma hines with xed priorities.
This work makes the following ontributions: (1)
We show how TrustZone an be used to implement
a omplex se urity ar hite ture that fa ilitates the
exe ution of isolated realtime appli ations in embedded systems using an approa h that is similar to full
virtualization. (2) We ompare this approa h with
regards to the software-development eort to implement this solution and the performan e and laten y
with pure paravirtualization and native exe ution.

The world in whi h the pro essor is urrently
running determines its se urity state 1 . Whenever
the pro essor exe utes a read or write instru tion
to a ess a resour e, the orresponding bus transa tion is tagged with the se urity state of the pro essor. This way it is propagated through the system
and enables peripheral omponents of the platform
to he k whether or not an a ess to a resour e is
valid. All omponents that are involved in satisfying
this request an verify the se urity state. Whenever
a peripheral omponent itself issues a bus transa tion, this operation is tagged with the se urity state
of the omponent whi h also prevents DMA atta ks.

To this end, we provide in Se tion 2 a bird's eye
view on the hardware and software omponents of
the TrustZone ar hite ture. In Se tion 3 we outline
the Nizza se urity ar hite ture applied as a TrustZone software sta k and introdu e two important
virtualization te hniques for se urity ar hite tures.
In Se tion 4, we des ribe in detail our design and
implementation of using the TrustZone hardware arhite ture as a basis for the Nizza software ar hite ture. Se tion 5 provides an evaluation regarding
the hanges to the en apsulated operating system
and the performan e overhead and of our TrustZonebased virtualization solution. Se tion 6 dis usses related work and Se tion 7 on ludes.

The delivery of interrupts is also ontrolled by
the se ure world, whi h ongures if a spe i interrupt is delivered to the urrent world or to the monitor software. TrustZone denes two models for interrupt delivery. The rst model uses one interrupt ontroller that is programmed by the se ure world only
and requires the monitor to de ide to whi h world
an interrupt is routed. The se ond model uses a
TrustZone-aware interrupt ontroller [12℄ whi h provides two virtual interrupt ontrollers similar to the
two virtual pro essors. This enables the platform
to route interrupts to the ongured world without
intervention of the monitor software.

2 ARM TrustZone Ar hite ture
TrustZone restri ts the a ess to se urity-sensitive
omponents by intro uding a virtual split through
the hardware in the system. The approa h requires
modi ations in the pro essor ore as well as the
1 The

A TrustZone-enabled platform onsists of the
TrustZone-enabled pro essor ore with additional
on- hip se ure omponents, su h as tightly oupled
memory, rypto modules, RAM and boot ROMs. If

ar hite ture refers to this as the NS-bit.
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the system bus is se urity-aware further se ure peripheral omponents an be added, su h as SDRAM,
ash and ROM. The partitioning of the platform
an be hard-wired or re ongurable using spe ial
platform-dependent me hanisms.

of the world the pro essor is swit hing to is restored.
Normal-world entry to the monitor is only possible
via interrupts, external aborts or an expli git all,
referred to as monitor all 2 . The se ure world an
enter the monitor without restri tions when running
in privileged mode, in addition to the available exeption me hanisms.

2.2 Software

As TrustZone is a pure se urity ar hite ture it
makes no statement and poses no restri tions on wi h
side realtime omponents should run.

The designers of TrustZone had a lear perspe tive of
the software ar hite ture in mind, whi h extends the
hardware ar hite ture's philosophy into the software
layers on top. This software ar hite ture onsists
of normal-world omponents, in luding a generi operating system and its appli ations a essing only
normal-world hardware, and se ure-world omponents. The se ure-world software an range from a
small servi e or en ryption layer tting into on- hip
memory to a omplex operating system with its appli ations.

FIGURE 1:

ar hite ture

For the ommuni ation between both worlds
TrustZone denes several APIs: a Generi API with
a simple message-passing interfa e, an extensible Seurity Channel API for well-known servi es and APIs
for spe i se urity modules. The APIs dene a
remote-pro edure- all standard to open onne tions
from the normal world to the se ure world.

3 Nizza Ar hite ture
The Nizza se urity ar hite ture shown in Figure 2
minimizes the TCB for se urity-sensitive appli ations using a small multi-server operating system
with unprivileged omponents and the isolation of
non-se ure omponents from se urity-sensitive omponents. A mi rokernel enfor es isolation between
omponents in the system and provides fast and ontrolled ommuni ation between them. On top, deprivileged servers, su h as a le system, a se ure GUI
and resour e managers, as well as drivers provide a
small servi e layer. Non-se ure and se urity-sensitive
appli ations an a ess these servi es, whi h mediate
and ontrol the a ess to physi al resour es.

TrustZone omplex software

Figure 1 shows a omplex software ar hite ture
as outlined by the ARM engineers [15, 25℄. It has a
generi OS and appli ations running in the normal
world. The generi OS an a ess the se ure-world
servi es using TrustZone a ess drivers whi h in turn
all the TrustZone monitor software to swit h to the
se ure world. The se ure software sta k onsists of
a se ure kernel, se ure drivers, trusted appli ations
and the monitor. The se ure kernel ontains drivers
for se ure devi es and hosts se ure servi es together
with further devi e spe i tasks. Trusted appli ations an run either dire t on top of the se ure servi e
layer or are isolated by a trusted interpreter, su h as
a Java virtual ma hine. In addition to these omponents a se ure boot loader is required to bootstrap
and measure the software sta k.

FIGURE 2:

hit ture

The Nizza ar hite ture losely resembles the
omplex software ar hite ture as des ribed in the
previous se tion with a split in two worlds separated by the mi rokernel. In the se ure world the
servi e layer manages the platform and multiplexes
resour es among both worlds. The normal world onsists of the generi OS and its appli ations.

The monitor performs the swit hes between the
se ure world and normal world. Its provides fun tionality that is similar to a ontext swit h in operating systems, ensuring that the state of the world
that the pro essor is leaving is saved, and the state
2 The

Nizza se urity and realtime ar-

privileged instru tion is alled SMC.
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Although the Nizza ar hite ture is very similar to
the TrustZone's omplex software ar hite ture there
are dieren es. The trusted interpreter as shown in
Figure 1 is not required be ause isolation between
appli ation is provided by separate address spa es.
Furthermore the Nizza ar hite ture does allow to enapsulate many generi OSes on the same platform,
whi h is not intended by the TrustZone ar hite ture.
Nizza has built-in support for realtime appli ations,
whi h in ludes the low-laten y preemptible kernel
with a stati priority s heduling s heme and periodi
exe ution and budgeting of realtime appli ations.

tions and virtualize the hardware resour es. Full
virtualization ar hite tures require a virtual ma hine
monitor (VMM) that ontrols the virtualized OS and
provides the virtual hardware environment.
This approa h relies on hardware assistan e to
redu e the number of traps and avoid serious performan e degradation. Sin e the early seventies mainframe vendors [19℄ and in re ent years, server and
desktop pro essor vendors [22, 1℄ have implemented
virtualization extensions. Su h extensions split the
physi al pro essor into two virtual pro essors, one for
the virtualized OS and one for the virtualizing OS.
The exe ution of the virtualized OS is ontrolled by
the virtualizing OS. It initiates a swit h to the virtualized OS and enfor es a swit h ba k on riti al
events, su h as the o urren e of interrupts and page
faults.

Se urity ar hite tures su h as Nizza use virtualization to en apsulate and isolate OSes and their appli ations, ex luding them from the TCB of se uritysensitive and realtime appli ations. We rst des ribe a paravirtualization ar hite ture, an approa h
that is ommonly used in embedded system, and afterwards we des ribe full virtualization ar hite ture
with hardware assistan e.
Paravirtualization modies
riti al parts of the deprivileged kernel of the virtualized OS. Platform-spe i omponents are adapted
to the interfa e of the virtualizing kernel using
sour e- ode modi ations.
Paravirtualization

FIGURE 3:

ar hite ture

A paravirtualized kernel needs modi ations in
the system- all interfa e and all platform-spe i
parts that intera t with the hardware, like memory
management, and interrupt handling. For example,
page-table modi ations are translated into resour edelegation requests and interrupts are signalled to
the paravirtualized kernel as messages. All system
alls from the appli ation to the paravirtualized kernel need to be mediated by the hypervisor, whi h an
ause serious performan e degradation.

Mi rokernel-based hypervisor

A mi rokernel-based virtualization ar hite ture
with full virtualization support as shown in Figure 3
splits the VMM into two parts. A small privileged
hypervisor ontains the me hanism to ontrol and
s hedule virtualized OSes inside a virtual ma hine
(VM). An unprivileged VMM provides the virtual
hardware environment for the virtualized OS.
This approa h minimizes size of the privileged
omponent, the hypervisor, that ontributes to the
TCB of se urity-sensitive appli ations. The VMM
does not add to the size of the TCB of se uritysensitive appli ations be ause it runs unprivileged in
its own address spa e. However, this separation requires additional ommuni ation between the hypervisor and the VMM, whi h an de rease the performan e of the virtualized OS.

Paravirtualization has low hardware requirements; any pro essor that supports isolation by address spa es an be used to implement this virtualization solution. However, the eort required to
adapt a kernel an be high.
XenLinux[16℄ and L4Linux [20℄ are examples of
paravirtualized kernels. In this work L4Linux serves
as a referen e to ompare our new approa h with regarding the performan e and software-development
eort.

4 Full
Virtualization
TrustZone

Full virtualization runs the
deprivileged kernel of the virtualized OS without
any modi ations. The hardware traps sensitive and
privileged instru tions to the virtualizing OS. This
enables the virtualizing OS to emulate these instru -

with

As stated in the previous se tion, urrent te hniques
for mobile and embedded devi es to en apsulate
OSes in se urity ar hite tures, like paravirtualization, require a high development eort. The TrustZone hardware ar hite ture dire ts the fo us towards

Full Virtualization
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an approa h similar to full virtualization solutions.
TrustZone allows to run an operating system en apsulated in the normal world with only minor modiations and under ontrol of a software layer in the
se ure world.

ontroller. All other devi es are se ure by default,
but the generi OS an get dire t a ess to a spe i
devi e if the platform an be ongured that way.
We des ribe the hypervisor and the VMM whi h
drive the normal-world OS and the interfa e for the
normal-world OS to a ess normal-world and se ureworld resour es.

4.1 Ar hite ture
Figure 4 shows the Nizza se urity ar hite ture applied to TrustZone as outlined in Se tion 3 ombined
with the full virtualization approa h. The normal
world ontains the normal-world OS and its appli ations. The normal-world OS uses a ess drivers to
send requests to the se ure world and has drivers
to a ess normal-world devi es dire tly. The seure world ontains the monitor, the se ure kernel
and the se ure-world OS with se ure appli ations.
The se ure-world OS onsists of unprivileged omponents, su h as se ure devi e drivers and se ure servi es.

4.2 Hypervisor Component
The hypervisor as the only omponent of the se ureworld OS running in privileged mode enfor es isolation and se urity poli ies. It is based on a mirokernel design and oers abstra tions and me hanisms to run a multi-server operating system next to
a normal-world OS. It provides the following fun tionality:
•

This ar hite ture ontains the realtime- apable
hypervisor and the VMM as new omponents derived
from the full virtualization s enario. The hypervisor
onsists of the TrustZone monitor software and the
se ure kernel, whi h are tightly oupled inside the
se ure privileged omponent. This integration into
one omponent is justied by the fa t that there is
no isolation between the se ure-privileged pro essor
modes and the monitor pro essor mode. The hypervisor is responsible for the separation of the normal
world and the se ure world and to swit h between
both worlds on request. The VMM provides a virtual platform for the exe ution of the normal-world
OS inside the virtual ma hine. It re eives requests
from the normal-world OS and mediates them to seurity servi es or se ure drivers.

Tasks and Threads. Tasks are address spa es
providing spatial isolation for servi es, se ure
drivers and appli ations. Threads are entities of exe ution running inside a task and are
s heduled preemptively.

•

Virtual ma hine (VM). A VM onsists of a vir-

•

Communi ation hannels. Threads an send

tual pro essor, a memory partition and a set of
a essible devi es. The reation of a new VM
establishes a shared-memory region, alled VM
state, that stores the normal-world pro essor
state and is a essible by the reating task.

messages to and re eive messages from other
threads and the hypervisor.

To fa ilitate the exe ution of the normal-world OS,
the hypervisor ontains the monitor software that
performs the swit h to the normal world, alled
normal-world entry, and the swit h ba k to the seure world on events su h as monitor alls and interrupts, alled normal-world exit.
To trigger a normal-world entry, a thread sends a
message to the VM. The hypervisor loads the urrent
pro essor state from the VM state, enables the memory partition and swit hes to normal-world pro essor
mode. On normal-world exit the hypervisor saves
the normal-world pro essor state in the VM state,
disables the memory partition, swit hes to se ureworld pro essor mode and passes exe ution to the
alling thread, whi h in turn an examine the new
pro essor state.

Nizza software ar hite ture applied to TrustZone

FIGURE 4:

Our ar hite ture requires a ore with TrustZone
extension and the stati or dynami partitioning of
memory into a se ure and a normal area. We use
the simple interrupt model with one se ure interrupt
5

4.3 Unprivileged VMM Component

interrupts from normal-world devi es to the virtual
interrupt ontroller.

A ording to the ar hite ture the VMM is an appli ation onsisting of a task with a thread running
inside. The purpose of the VMM is to provide the
virtual platform for the normal-world OS shown in
Figure 5. It onsists of a set of virtual devi e models.
We only summarize the fun tionality of the virtual
devi es be ause a detailed des ription of every devi e
interfa e is beyond the s ope of this work.

In both ases the exe ution of the normal-world
OS is suspended by the hypervisor and the normalworld pro essor state is saved into the VM state. The
VMM has a ess to the VM state and memory partition of the normal-world OS. It an inspe t and
modify the state to read parameters, to pass return
values, and to inje t interrupts. At the end of the
request handling, the VMM sends a message to the
hypervisor to initiate a normal-world entry with the
new normal-world pro essor state.

4.4 Normal-world OS

FIGURE 5:

The normal-world OS, alled TZ-Linux, runs inside
the normal-world of the TrustZone platform. It has
a ess to the ongured normal-world memory partition and to normal-world devi es. It ontains a ess
drivers that send requests to the virtual devi e models in the VMM. The minimal onguration of a ess
drivers for the virtual platform that the VMM provides onsists of an interrupt driver, a driver for the
virtual timer and a serial driver to enable onsole
input and output for normal-world OS.

VMM devi e ar hite ture.

The virtual interrupt ontroller re eives virtual
interrupt requests triggered by virtual devi es. The
normal-world OS an sele tively enable or disable interrupts. A virtual interrupt that is enabled and asserted is inje ted into the normal-world OS as soon
as possible. The virtual timer devi e is able to periodi ally generate virtual interrupts. Serial devi es,
blo k devi es, network devi es and framebuer devi es implement hardware-like interfa es to ex hange
data between the normal-world OS and the se ureworld OS. A virtual devi e an have a ommuni ation hannel to a ba kend in the servi e layer, su h
as a devi e driver or a se ure servi e.

4.4.1

•

ess to Normal-world Devi es

The normal-world OS an a ess a devi e dire tly
if the hardware platform or se ure-world OS ongure the devi e as normal-world a essible. In this
ase, all read and write operations to and from the
devi e are allowed and require no intervention of the
se ure-world OS ex ept for the interrupt delivery. Interrupts from the orresponding devi e are routed
through the se ure-world OS be ause the normalworld OS annot a ess the se ure interrupt ontroller. Figure 6 shows the interrupt routing from
the non-se ure devi e to the normal-world OS.

The VMM handles requests from the normalworld OS and events from the ba kends. Currently,
a normal-world OS an request two servi es using
monitor alls:
•

A

Read or write to a virtual devi e. The VMM
sele ts the orresponding virtual devi e of the
virtual bus using the provided address. The
virtual devi e modies its state a ording to
the passed parameters and returns a result.
Go to idle mode. The VMM suspends the exe ution of the normal-world OS until a virtual
interrupt is inje ted.
FIGURE 6: A ess path and interrupt routing for dire t devi e a ess by the normalworld OS.

If the VMM re eives an event from a ba kend omponent it exe utes the handler of the onne ted virtual
devi e. Furthermore, the hypervisor passes hardware
6

between the normal-world OS and the se ure-world
OS. Figure 7 shows the ontrol ow from TZ-Linux
to a se ure devi e. whi h generally involves the following ve steps:

The routing of interrupts to the normal-world OS
is performed in ve steps: First, the interrupt from
the non-se ure devi e is signalled to the se ure interrupt ontroller. Se ond, the interrupt ontroller
triggers an interrupt and the pro essor traps into
the hypervisor. If the normal world is urrently a tive, the monitor ode in the hypervisor performs a
normal-world exit and then delivers the interrupt as
a message to the VMM. Third, the VMM inje ts a
virtual interrupt into the virtual interrupt ontroller
and sets the virtual interrupt-pending signal inside
the VM state if the virtual interrupt is unmasked.
Fourth, the VMM sends a message to the hypervisor. Fifth, the hypervisor restores VM state and
performs the normal-world entry whi h delivers the
virtual interrupt.

1. The a ess driver in the normal-world OS issues a request to the VMM in the se ure-world
OS.
2. The hypervisor saves the normal-world pro essor state into the VM state and sends a message
to the VMM.
3. The VMM sele ts the virtual devi e and handles the read or write request. For example, it
an send another message to a se ure driver in
the servi e layer or it passes data to an en ryption servi e.

After inje tion of the virtual interrupt the
normal-world OS a esses the virtual interrupt ontroller to read the pending interrupt number, to mask
and to unmask the interrupt.
4.4.2

A

4. After nishing the request the VMM sends a
reply message to the hypervisor.

ess to Se ure-world Devi es

5. The hypervisor restores the normal-world proessor state from the VM state and initiates
the normal-world entry.

The normal-world OS annot a ess se ure resour es
dire tly. Instead, it uses an a ess driver that sends
requests to the VMM in the se ure world. The VMM
interprets the requests and exe utes the orresponding a tions or mediates them to se ure drivers and
se ure servi es a ordingly. The VMM has omplete
a ess to the state of normal-world OS and an verify that the request is valid a ording to a spe ied
se urity poli y. Furthermore the normal-world OS
annot a ess se ure resour es that are not present
in the VMM as virtual devi es. That means that
the onguration of the virtual devi e environment
with the ommuni ation hannels to se ure servi es
and drivers impli itly restri ts the environment for
the normal-world OS.

FIGURE 7:

a ess.

Similar to this sequen e, interrupts are routed
through the VMM as explained for the normal-world
devi e a ess.
As already explained, virtual devi es have a ommuni ation hannel to the se ure omponent that
provides the servi e. As an example, we des ribe
how TZ-Linux a esses a se ure network devi e using
a virtual network devi e inside the VMM. The TZLinux kernel ontains a network a ess driver that
ommuni ates with with a virtual network devi e inside the VMM to a ess a se ure network devi e. The
virtual network devi e is onne ted to the se ure network driver. To send a pa ket the network a ess
driver sends a request to the virtual network devi e,
whi h in turn passes the pa ket the se ure network
driver. Re eive operations are e iently handled using a ring buer, shared between TZ-Linux and the
VMM. If the se ure network driver re eives a pa ket
it stores it in the next empty slot of the ring buer.
The network a ess driver is notied after a su essful re eive operation by a virtual interrupt. It removes full slots from the ring buer and allo ates
new empty slots. For the performan e ben hmarks
in this paper we pla ed the network driver inside the
VMM avoiding additional message passing between
the VMM and the network driver and redu ing the
opy overhead for network pa kets.

A ess path for indire t devi e

A ess to a se ure devi e is not as fast as a ess to
non-se ure devi es be ause it involves ommun ation
7

4.5 Implementation

ow 5 , whi h means that the pro essor does not wait
for the ompletion of the instru tion. Therefore, the
se ure-world OS has no han e to re onstru t the
written value be ause the normal-world pro essor
state has hanged irreversibly sin e the instru tion
was exe uted.

We built a prototype to verify and evaluate our design. During the implementation we investigated the
apabilities and limitations of TrustZone to ontrol
the normal-world OS. As remarked earlier, TrustZone has features that are omparable with already
existing virtualization extensions of other hardware
ar hite tures. The se ure-world OS is able to ontrol
the exe ution of the normal-world OS. The philosophy of TrustZone strives to minimize the intera tions between normal world and se ure world. This
approa h has performan e benets, however it also
limits the virtualization apabilities as illustrated by
the following examples.

Multiplexing two or more OSes inside the normal
world is supported by our design. It requires areful
handling of shared hardware resour es, su h as proessor registers, memory, a hes and TLBs. We enountered the maintenan e of the TLB as an unsolvable problem. The TLB distinguishes normal-world
and se ure-world entries, but annot separate entries from dierent normal-world OSes. That means
one normal-world OS an use entries from another
normal-world OS and break the en apsulation. To
avoid this ase a TLB ush is required before the a tivation of another normal-world OS. A ording to
the TrustZone spe i ation the monitor should be
able to perform this task. However during our tests
we were not able to a hieve the desired behaviour,
whi h remains as an open question.

The dete tion of events o urring inside the
normal-world OS is limited by the hardware be ause
most ontrol registers of the pro essor are banked
for both worlds. This restri ts the ability of the
se ure-world OS to virtualize pro essor features for
the normal-world OS, su h as the register ontaining the number of physi al pro essors or registers
of debugging features. As another example, re ent
pro essor versions provide an instru tion that is exeuted in order to wait for an interrupt and indi ates
that the OS is in an idle state 3 . The dete tion of
the exe ution of su h an instru tion by the normalworld OS enables the se ure-world OS to s hedule
other work. However, the ability to trap this instru tion is not supported. In TZ-Linux we repla ed
the riti al instru tion with a spe ial request to the
VMM to solve this problem.

Finally, re ent pro essor ores add support for
interrupt virtualization. The pro essor shadows the
interrupt ag when it exe utes in the normal world
and enters the monitor even if the normal world has
interrupts disabled. Furthermore a virtual interrupt
register is available to aid the inje tion of virtual interrupts from the se ure world.

5 Evaluation

The partitioning of physi al memory as provided
by the hardware is su ient to en apsulate the OS
inside the normal world, however it is not transparent. The normal-world OS has to know the physi al
memory partition it an use in the system. Changes
in the onguration of the memory partitioning require a relo ation of the normal-world OS. Furthermore this partitioning s heme does not allow ne
grained resour e ontrol as provided by the MMU beause the a ess poli y has to be enfor ed by external
memory ontrollers using oarse-grained regions.

To evaluate the TZ-Linux approa h we ompare the
required software-engineering eort of this work with
L4Linux. We measured the performan e in omparison with L4Linux and a non-virtualized Linux using
mi ro-ben hmarks and arti ial workloads and analyzed the virtualization overhead for TZ-Linux.
Currently the following ARM ores inlude a TrustZone extension: the ARM1176JZ(F)-S,
and all pro essors from the Cortex-A series, su h as
the Cortex-A5, Cortex-A8 and Cortex-A9.

Hardware

Devi e virtualization using trap-and-emulate is
possible but is limited to external devi e memory.
The normal-world OS an trigger external aborts 4
by a essing se ure or invalid devi e memory. Su h
aborts trap dire tly in the monitor if the se ure-world
OS has this feature enabled. This me hanism ould
be used to emulate a ess to devi es. However, su h
aborts an be impre ise with respe t to the program
3 The instru tion is
4 An external abort
5 Whether an abort

Looking for a suitable hardware platform for the
evaluation was a troubling experien e. For example, some platforms do not allow the exe ution of
own ode inside the se ure world. Rather, these
platforms ee tively lo k the se ure world after the
boot pro ess, su h as the OMAP3EVM[5℄ and the

alled w.
is an ex eption generated by a essing external devi e memory.
is pre ise or impre ise is determined by the attributes of the memory mapping of the normal-world OS.
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Beagleboard[2℄. All other platforms with TrustZone
support known to us la k the ability to ongure
memory and devi es into se ure-world and normalworld a essible. Instead all resour es of the platform are normal-world a essible.

First, we examine the required hanges to modify
the Linux kernel in order to run as a normal-world
OS and a paravirtualized OS. Table 1 shows the results for TZ-Linux and L4Linux in terms of SLOC. In
omparison to L4Linux, TZ-Linux requires approximately one tenth of modi ations be ause the memory management and pro essor management need no
adaption.

Therefore we made the assumption that additional TrustZone-aware omponents, su h as a memory prote tion ontroller or prote tion ontroller for
peripherals an be added to a platform to enfor e the
se urity poli y. This assumptions does not ae t the
soundness of the design and still allows us to evaluate
the prototype implementation.

Se ond, we ompare the size of the devi e models
of the TZ-Linux VMM with the size of similar devi e models of the Qemu emulator [17℄ for the ARM
Realview platform. Table 2 shows that the size of
the devi e models to support TZ-Linux is about one
tenth the size ompared to the Qemu devi e models.
For referen e the gure shows also the size of the
a ess drivers in TZ-Linux that are o-developed for
the virtual devi es in the VMM.

For the following evaluation, we hose the RealView Platform Baseboard with two Cortex-A9
CPUs (RealView/PBX) and 100 Mhz lo k frequen y. At a later stage we had the possibility to
use an NVIDIA Tegra2 evaluation system, equipped
with a dual- ore Cortex-A9 CPU. The ben hmarks
were run with enabled a hes.

Interrupt

The TZ-Linux and L4Linux are based
on a Linux kernel of version 2.6.31. For the ben hmarks Linux was ongured with a 128MB memory
partition and a periodi timer interrupt of 10 millise onds. The performan e measurements were ondu ted with the y le-a urate performan e ounter
of the pro essor. As a base line we used an unmodied Linux, alled non-virtualized Linux, that runs
with the same onguration but has dire t a ess to
all hardware resour es.
Software

Interrupt ontroller
Timer devi e
Memory Management
Pro essor Management
System alls

Total

67
84
0
0
0

250
70
1100
200
100

151

TZ-Linux driver
67

584

103

Timer devi e

228

72

84

Serial devi e

214

130

180
210

Blo k devi e

3500

67

Network devi e

500

210

320

Total

5026

582

861

Comparison of similar devi e
models in SLOC in the TZ-Linux VMM and
the Qemu VMM.

A ording to our metri , the softwaredevelopment eort to implement a virtual platform
is onsiderably smaller than paravirtualizing the OS
or providing support for a real hardware platform.
There are mainly two reasons for the small ode
size of virtual drivers and devi es. First, the interfa e between both is optimized for e ient parameter passing and simplied state transition. Se ond,
the fun tionality is tailored without onsidering any
lega y support.

We ount the number of hanges that are required to
run TZ-Linux on a virtual platform ompared to the
number of hanges for a ompletely paravirtualized
L4Linux kernel. We use sour e lines of ode (SLOC)
as a metri be ause it an be easily al ulated and
is used in the software development ommunity to
quantify the amount of development.
L4Linux

TZ-Linux devi e

TABLE 2:

5.1 Software-Engineering Eort

TZ-Linux

ontroller

Qemu devi e

The hypervisor ontains the monitor software
and the fun tion to send a message to the VMM
whi h ontribute to the TCB of se urity-sensitive
appli ations. The amount of this ode is approximately 200 SLOC and mu h smaller than the size of
the VMM.

5.2 Performan e

1720

In this se tion, we ompare the performan e of TZLinux with a non-virtualized Linux and L4Linux using the LMben h [23℄ mi ro-ben hmark tool and arti ial workloads. Furthermore, we analyze the virtu-

Comparison of modi ations in
SLOC required in TZ-Linux and in L4Linux to
virtualize the platform.
TABLE 1:
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the jpeg library. In all s enarios the Linux has dire t
a ess to a network devi e and uses a network-based
lesystem to laun h the appli ations and a ess the
data. Furthermore, we measure the onguration as
des ribed in Se tion 4.4.2, alled TZ-Linux/se ure.
The network driver inside the VMM a esses the network devi e and TZ-Linux uses an a ess driver to
send and re eive network pa kets. Figure 10 shows
all ben hmarks with the performan e normalized to
the non-virtualized Linux. We measured the time
spent in kernel mode and in user mode to point
out their dierent hara teristi s. A high kernelmode ratio indi ates a high number of user-kernel
intera tions. While user-mode a tivity dominates
the audio-de oding ben hmark, kernel-mode a tivity
dominates the le-download ben hmark.

alization overhead for our ar hite ture. The ben hmarks are ondu ted using the RealView PBX board.
Ben hmarks

Figure 8 shows the performan e of arithmeti operations normalized to the exe ution time of a nonvirtualized Linux. As expe ted, there is only insigni ant overhead visible in TZ-Linux as well as
L4Linux.
TZ−Linux,
L4Linux,
Linux

120%

80%

60%
kernel−mode
user−mode,

0%

bit

add

mul

div

mod

FIGURE 8: LMben h3:
Comparison of
arithmeti operations with the exe ution time
normalized to Linux.

Figure 9 shows the performan e of sele ted system alls normalized to the non-virtualized Linux.
As expe ted, TZ-Linux has a insigni ant overhead
around 2 per ent. L4Linux has large overheads (from
200 to 1750 %) be ause system alls are interposed
by the virtualizing OS.

TZ−Linux
L4Linux
Linux
TZ−Linux/secure

20%

160%
140%
120%
100%
80%
60%
40%
20%
0%

TZ−Linux
L4Linux
Linux
TZ−Linux/secure

40%

Percentage normalized to Linux

Percentage normalized to Linux

100%

TZ−Linux
L4Linux
Linux
TZ−Linux/secure

5.2.1

audio decoding

compile

file download

FIGURE 10: Comparison of workloads
with the exe ution time normalized to Linux.

The performan e of the audio-de oding ben hmark is nearly the same for all versions of Linux beause few user-kernel intera tions are required. In
the ompile ben hmark, L4Linux has 30% more overhead than TZ-Linux be ause it involves a high number of system alls. In the third ben hmark TZLinux has an overhead about 23% and L4Linux has
an overhead of roughly 40% ompared to the nonvirtualized Linux. This indi ates that the routing of
network interrupts through as se ure-world OS dominates the observed performan e degradation.

9: LMben h3:
Comparison of
system all performan e with the exe ution
time normalized to Linux.
FIGURE

For TZ-Linux/se ure the performan e degrades
ompared to TZ-Linux with dire t network a ess
depending on the generated network tra by the
ben hmark. There are two reasons for this performan e degradation. First, TZ-Linux/se ure has to
make a request to the VMM for every send and reeive operation. Se ond, the se ure network driver
inside the VMM requires additional ontext swit hes
from the hypervisor to the VMM.

To measure the behaviour of TZ-Linux under
high pressure we use three workloads with dierent
hara teristi s: a ompute intensive workload that
de odes an audio le, an IO-intensive workload that
downloads a le from the lo al network using the
wget ommand, and a mixed workload that ompiles
10

OS and se ure-world OS. The number of exits inreases for the other two workloads be ause additionally network interrupts need to be handled more
frequently.

Virtualization Overhead

We examine the measured overhead for TZ-Linux in
more detail. The total overhead depends on the virtualization overhead and on urrent a ess to shared
resour es, su h as a hes and TLB, by the normal
world and the se ure world. The virtualization overhead is determined by the time to handle one normalworld exit and the number of normal-world exits for
the spe i workload during the measurement period.

8
4.25
14 - 26
4.25
8
38.5 - 50.5

0.9
1.2
4-8
1.2
0.9
8.2 - 12.2

Total

network
timer

400
350
300
250
200
150
100
50
0

TABLE 3:
Exe ution time in mi rose onds
for the phases of a request from the normalworld OS (Msg: Message, HV: Hypervisor)

TZ−Linux

Figure 12 shows the average number of inje ted
virtual interrupts during a period of one se ond. Two
types of interrupts an be inje ted in this setup: interrupts for the virtual timer devi e and interrupts
routed for the network devi e. Network interrupts in
TZ-Linux with indire t a ess to the se ure network
devi e are generated by a su essful re eive operation by the virtual network devi e inside the VMM.
The number of timer interrupts is xed in all three
workloads be ause they are generated with a onstant period of 10 millise onds. However, the number of network interrupts depends on the workload of
the ben hmark. The audio-de oding ben hmark requires no network a ess, while in the le-download
ben hmark network interrupts dominate.

interrupts
monitor call

1,500
1,000

compile

file−download

audio−decoding

compile

file−download

500

audio−decoding

Number of exits

2,000

TZ−Linux

TZ−Linux with secure network

FIGURE 12: Average number of inje ted
interrupts during a period of 1 se ond

As dis ussed in Se tion 4.4.2 the handling of a
request from the normal-world OS an be separated
into ve phases. Table 3 ontains the average exe ution time of every phase measured with mi ro ben hmarks. The time spent in the VMM to handle the
request varies depending on the sele ted virtual devi e.

0

file−download

Normal-world exit
Msg from HV to VMM
Request handling
Msg from VMM to HV
Normal-world entry

compile

1
2
3
4
5

audio−decoding

Tegra2

file−download

RealView

compile

Des ription

Number of injected virtual interrupts

Phase

The number of normal-world exits due to interrupts is higher for TZ-Linux with dire t a ess to the
non-se ure network devi e ompared to TZ-Linux
with se ure network devi e espe ially for the ledownload ben hmark. This fa t indi ates a higher
servi e rate for network interrupts for the rst onguration.

audio−decoding

5.2.2

TZ-Linux with a se ure network devi e has
fewer virtual network interrupts inje ted ompared
to the rst onguration indi ating a lower network
throughput. For a detailed des ription of the reasons
that ause the observed performan e degradation additional examinations are required.

TZ−Linux with secure network

Average number of normalworld exits during a period of 1 se ond

FIGURE 11:

Figure 11 shows the average number of normalworld exits for period of 1 se ond. There are two different types of normal-world exits that an o ur in
our ar hite ture: interrupts and monitor alls from
the normal-world OS.

5.3 Laten y
In order to study the laten y of an appli ation that
has timely requirements we measured the time that
passes in order to deliver an external event su h as
an interrupt.

The audio-de oding ben hmark, whi h is ompute intensive has the fewest number of normal-world
exits. The periodi inje tion of timer interrupts is
the only required intera tion between normal-world
11

realtime appli ation with a message resulting in laten ies of 1.5 mi rose onds for the average ase and
3.4 mi rose onds for the worst ase. The se ond s enario enfor es a world swit h in order to deliver the
interrupt. The laten y in reases by 2 mi rose onds,
both, for the average and the worst ase. In the
third s enario another se ure-world appli ation ontents on TLB and a he resour es. In onsequen e
the average and worst- ase time in rease to 3.7 mirose onds and 7.2 mi rose onds respe tively when
ompared to the rst s enario. In the last s enario
a normal-world appli ation ontents on the shared
resour es. This further in reases the laten y as an
additional world swit h is required in order to deliver the interrupt. The added laten y is roughly the
exe ution time of a world swit h in omparison with
the third s enario.

The laten y depends mainly on two fa tors: the
length of the riti al path to deliver the interrupt and
the availability of riti al resour es that are shared
with other omponents in the system. The rst fa tor heavily depends in whi h world the omponent is
running be ause it determines the length of the riti al path. The se ond fa tor determines the number
of a hes and TLB misses that o ur in the path
of the interrupt delivery of the realtime appli ation.
(We do not onsider memory as a s ar e resour e in
our s enarios.)
First we examine the laten y of realtime appli ations running the se ure world and then look at the
laten y for normal-world realtime appli ations. All
measurements are ondu ted with a Tegra2 board.
5.3.1

Se ure-World Realtime Appli ations
5.3.2

For a se ure-world realtime appli ation only the hypervisor is involved in order to deliver the interrupt
using a message. Furthermore, if the system is running in the normal world an additional world swit h
is required.
acet

If the realtime appli ation is running in the TZ-Linux
the laten y to deliver an event in reases ompared
to a se ure-world appli ation be ause the VMM is
part of the interrupt path as shown in Figure 6. For
the following dis ussion we assume that the priorities of all software omponents are ongured with
the highest priority. For example, that means the
VMM annot be preempted by another appli ation
with a higher priority in the system.
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(b) Secure-world realtime application with concurrent secure-world application
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(c) Secure-world realtime application with concurrent normal-world application
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Laten y to deliver an interrupt event to a se ure-world realtime appli ation.
FIGURE 13:
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(b) Normal-world realtime application with concurrent secure world application

FIGURE 14: Laten y to deliver an interrupt event to a normal-world realtime appli ation under two dierent load s enarios.

Figure 13 shows the distribution of the laten y
in four dierent s enarios. S enario (a) measures the
laten y without any resour e pressure nor normalworld appli ation. It servs as a baseline for the other
s enarios. S enario (b) in reases the length of the
interrupt path by adding a small normal-world appli ation beside the realtime appli ation. S enario
( ) runs a on urrent se ure-world appli ation that
onsumes as mu h a he and TLB resour es as possible. S enario (d) runs a on urrent normal-world
appli ation that is onsuming resour es.

Figure 14 shows the distribution of the laten y in
two dierent s enarios. S enario (a) measures the laten y of the interrupt path without resour e pressure
for the normal-world realtime appli ation. S enario
(b) runs a a he and TLB ooder workload in the
se ure world to onsume as mu h resour es as possible.

The rst s enario measures the laten y of the interrupt path without pressure on TLB and a hes.
The interrupt is delivered from the hypervisor to the

The intention of the rst s enario is to measure
the 'pure' laten y of the interrupt for the normalworld appli ation without ontention on resour es.
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Yan-ling [27℄ des ribes a system with an SELinux system in the normal world providing isolation for se ure omponents on top and a essing the
se ure-world OS using the provided TrustZone API.
As the system is not implemented an evaluation is
missing.

The diagram shows the distribution of the exe ution
time to deliver a timer interrupt to the TZ-Linux
kernel. The average exe ution time is around 20 mirose onds while the measured worst- ase exe ution
time is 2750 mi ose onds. The high laten y is aused
by the interrupt routing for normal-world interrupts.
Two se ure-world omponents are involved during interrupt delivery, the hypervisor and the VMM. Interrupt inje tion takes pla e in several phases as des ribed in Se tion 4.4.1 with a worst ase exe ution
time of ea h phase shown in Table 3. Due to the implementation of the interrupt ontroller model in the
VMM there is an additional exit beside the exit for
the host interrupt, whi h a knowledges the interrupt.
So there are two exits required for one interrupt delivery.

The work of Sangorrin et. al. [24℄ des ribes a
similar ar hite ture as presented in this paper running a small realtime OS in the se ure world and a
Linux-based OS in the non-se ure world. However,
realtime appli ations in the se ure OS are not isolated and an ompromise the omplete system.
There is a large number of losed-sour e produ ts
available that support isolation of system-level omponents in luding operating systems. Green Hills
[3℄ uses a se urity ar hite ture that employs TrustZone te hnology to assist virtualization. Paravirtualization te hniques are applied by solutions su h as
PikeOS [6℄, OKL4 [4℄, Trango [9℄ and VirtualLogix
[8℄. Until today all requests regarding information
about the design or the performan e or requests to
evaluate the software were not su essful, so that a
omparison is not possible.

In the se ond s enario another se ure-world appli ation onsumes a mu h as a he and TLB as possible. The VMM (and therefore the normal-world
OS) have a higher priority than the se ure-world appli ation avoiding starvation. The measured average ase and worst ase time are onsiderable longer
than in the rst s enario. Even we have no detailed
knowledge of the exe ution time of ea h phase the
reasonable assumption is that a he and TLB set an
order of magnitude large than in the se ure-world
realtime appli ation s enario.

Xen[16℄ is popular virtualization solutions for
desktop and server systems. The Xen hypervisor has
been ported to ARMv5 ar hite ture and uses paravirtualization to virtualize a normal-world OS [21℄.
The numbers for the LMben h ben hmark presented
indi ate lower overhead than L4Linux shows but are
still an order of magnitude higher than measured for
TZ-Linux.

In on lusion, the virtualization overhead as well
as shared resour e ontention in rease the measured
laten y and worst ase time in reasonable ways for
realtime workload running in the normal world.

6 Related Work

7 Con lusions

To the best of our knowledge this work is the rst
publi ation that examines and evaluates the apabilities and limitations of virtualization support of
the TrustZone ar hite ture in the embedded systems
resear h ommunity.

This paper presented an approa h based on full virtualization using TrustZone to isolate an operating
system as needed in state-of-the-art se urity ar hite tures. The use of TrustZone's virtualization apabilities resulted in a mu h lower number of required
hanges to the Linux as a normal-world OS (about
153 lines of ode) as ompared to a paravirtualization
approa h. The devi e drivers and models needed for
the implementation of the platform are in the order
of 900 sour e lines of ode. The resulting performan e overhead ranges from barely measurable to
up to 20% depending on the hara teristi s of the
workloads. The realtime apabilities of the system
strongly favor se ure realtime appli ations while not
ex lude the exe ution non-se ure realtime appli ations. We think that this work provides a baseline for
up oming virtualization apabilities of future ARM
ores.

Trusted Logi [7℄ develops the Trusted Foundations Software that is deployed as referen e
implementation for se ure world omponents in
TrustZone-enabled systems. The goal is to oer a seure environment and a ommon framework for the
integration se ure software development. Operating
systems running in the normal world an all se ure
servi es using the Trusted Foundations API.
Winter [26℄ instantiated a Linux systems in the
normal world and an SE-Linux system in the se ure
world. Both Linux instan es ommuni ate using devi e model similar to the one presented here. However there is no performan e evaluation available.
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